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David Suzuki’s own private “Greenhouse Effect”  

http://www.whrc.org/resources/online_publications/warming_earth/images/Car-GreenhouseLG.gif


Courtesy of Professor Chris Essex                                    
of the University of Western Ontario 







Protest in DC June 15, 2015 (E&E news; Gayathri Vaidymathan) 





The residential palace of Willie Soon (in a secret location) 



Willie Soon’s home toilet 



What truly matters in science:                       
Seeking Truth  

Soon also has fans among scientists who 
tend to share his views. 
   
Freeman Dyson, a respected figure at the 
Institute for Advanced Study, in 
Princeton, whose turn in recent years 
toward climate skepticism stunned many 
of his peers, defended Soon’s work. 
 
“The whole point of science is to 
question accepted dogmas,’’ Dyson 
said in an e-mail to the Globe. “For that 
reason, I respect Willie Soon as a 
good scientist and a courageous 
citizen.’’ 
 

(Boston Globe, November 5, 2013) 



≈2 x 10-10m ≈ 2 m ≈ 2 x 109 m 

“WHAT IS MAN THAT THOU ART MINDFUL OF HIM” 

Source: Arthur Eddington’s Stars and Atoms (1927) 





“The people who are supposed to be the experts and 
who claim to understand the science are precisely the 
people who are blind to the evidence…I hope that a 
few of them will make the effort to examine the 
evidence in detail and see how it contradicts the 
prevailing dogma, but I know that the majority will 
remain blind. That to me is the central mystery of 
climate science. It is not a scientific mystery but a 
human mystery. How does it happen that the whole 
generation of scientific experts is blind to obvious 
facts?” 
 – Freeman Dyson, foreword in a GWPF report on                    
“Carbon Dioxide: The Good News” by Indur Goklany (2015) 





99% confident that the warming was caused by CO2 



100% confident that it is impossible to find CO2 in Canadian Records 
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maximum 
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The diameter of the 
Sun is 109 times that 

of the Earth 



New and exciting results 
from Ronan and Michael 

Connolly                                        
[Soon, Connolly, Connolly 2015, ESR] 





Is this the  

 

 

 
Mother of all Scares? 



Marysville California  

Now dropped, but data back to 1897 still in official record 
Photo courtesy of Anthony Watts and www.surfacestations.org 



A clear evidence for Urban Heat Island effects: Tokyo and Hachijojima Island 



A clear evidence for Urban Heat Island effects: Tokyo and Hachijojima Island 







Where is the rapidly warming shown in NASA GISS data? 





Which record                              
is correct:                             

our new NH composite 
or NASA GISS? 



SST: Kennedy (2014) 



Look what happened when you consider the ocean heat content 







What about                 
the satellite data? 







The weather-climate system is                 
powered by solar energy 

Power:   4 x 1026 W                              2 x 1017 W  

Adapted from Jurg Beer 2007’s presentation  
*Ruxin Li, Shanghai Superintense Ultrafast Laser Facility (January 24, 2018 Science Magazine News) 

(world most powerful laser: 5-10 x 1015 W; 100 petawatts pulse coming*)  



12-Day Journey of Sunspot 2339 (May 5-17, 2015) 
 

Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) using the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) instrument 



Northern Hemisphere Temperature 



USA Temperature 





What is the real reason for the 
close correlation between Solar 

Radiation and the composite           
NH temperature? 

 





A great HOAX or gross incompetence by Willie Soon ? 

Image courtesy of the Onion (June 8, 2018)  



 Many different estimates of solar variability 

IPCC AR5 climate models 
only used “low variability” 
estimates! But this is 
based on the dogmatic 
assumption that TSI must 
only depends on sunspot 
numbers alone 

“High variability” 
estimates ignored by IPCC 
AR5 climate models! 



 TSI is simply scaled as SN0.7 
If TRUE: stop measuring TSI because counting SN is enough!  
(NOTE: low or zero SN number has NO physical meaning nor precision for TSI) 

L. Svalgaard November 15, 2016 presentation at HAO 



The 1920s-1940s climate 
shift cannot (and must not)  

be related to                                  
the Sun’s activity? 



Hathaway (2013) Solar Physics, vol. 286, 347-356 

Note: spot groups smaller than 10 msh (or about 30 million km2 or 
diameter of about 6 thousand km) 
 



Umbra 
Penumbra 



The size of sunspots matters: Larger versus smaller spots  

Hathaway (2013) Solar Physics, vol. 286, 347-356 

(Area of Earth: 169 m.s.h. units) 



There are 60 
different distinct 
types of sunspot 
groups one can 
classify 



When sunspot groups are dominated by smaller spots                                                                
with only umbrae (no penumbrae), the Sun is brighter? 

Hathaway (2013) Solar Physics, vol. 286, 347-356 

(Area of Earth: 169 m.s.h. units) 



Hathaway (2013) Solar Physics, vol. 286, 347-356 

The IPCC-promoted solar irradiance record has the obvious assumption of 
constant unchanged ratio of penumbra to umbra ratio is OBVIOUSLY and 
proven to be WRONG: When will they correct their own known errors? 



Evidence for secular component on the modulation of solar 
TSI: Changes in solar convection activity  

Sources: Hoyt (1979a,b) and Hoyt and Schatten (1993) 

Hoyt (1979) 
estimated 
the 0.8% 
changes in 
convective 
velocity is 
about 0.38% 
changes in 
TSI 



Evidence for secular component on the modulation of   solar 
TSI: Changes in solar equatorial rotation rate  

Source: Hoyt and Schatten (1993) 



Evidence for secular component on the modulation of solar TSI: 
Multidecadal changes in rotation rate of the Sun 

K.J. Li et al. (2011) Astrophysical Journal, vol. 730, 49 (march 20) 

Mean rotation 
rate of the 
Sun: 27.4 days 



Another evidence on why the envelope of sunspot maxima                                    
may not be the correct proxy for secular or                                                       

multidecadal-to-centennial changes in solar irradiance or TSI 

Makarov et al. (1997) Solar Physics, vol. 170, 373-388 





Another proposal to probe          
sun-climate relations:                     

Searching for the Sun in Canada? 



It may be easy to modify 
temperature minima                      

but it is harder to argue for             
a change in any observed 
temperature maximum 



Night vs. Day Surface Temp 

Nighttime - disconnected 
shallow layer/inversion. Temperature 
affected by land-use changes, buildings, 
farming, etc. 

Daytime - deep layer mixing, 
connected with levels impacted 
by enhanced greenhouse effect 

Warm air above inversion 

Cold air near surface 

Greenhouse signal 

Slide Courtesy of Professor John Christy (March 27, 2019) 







Night Surface Temp 

Nighttime - disconnected 
shallow layer/inversion. But this 
situation can be sensitive to small 
changes such as roughness or heat 
sources. 

Buildings, heat releasing 
surfaces, aerosols, greenhouse 
gases, etc. can disrupt the 
delicate inversion, mixing warm 
air downward - affecting TMin. 

Warm air above inversion 

Cold air near surface 

Warm air 

Slide Courtesy of Professor John Christy (March 27, 2019) 



This is why we need to select 
only daily high temperature 

or Tmax for studying 
Solar+CO2 relations                          

to climate 



The Sun loves USA+Canada?            
(update of BEST database since 2011) 









What about the Sun in Canada? 

A quiz: What is the average 
temperature of Canada? 



Answer: The average 
temperature of Canada is 

Tmean =  -4.92±0.18oC    
Tmax = 0.21±0.15oC       
Tmin = -9.85±0.34oC    

(1951-1980 climatological average)       
Yes Canada is a very cold country 



Canada; Tmin 



Canada; Tmax 



Canada; Tmax 1948 
(CCCR2019) 



DeepDream Artifical Neural Network Van Gogh’s Starry Night Style (courtesy of E. Camporeale, July 13, 2018) 



What about  regional details in Canada? 

Stick to Daily High Temperature 
as the metric for Sun’s role? 



Alberta 



Calgary, Alberta 



Edmonton, Alberta 





More sun-climate relations                   
in Canada? 



Winnipeg, Manitoba 



Vancouver, British Columbia 



The meteorological 
perspective/explanation? 



Solar Multidecadal Warm-Cold Modulation: Warm Phase 



Solar Multidecadal Warm-Cold Modulation: Cold Phase 



“After many studies and an in-
depth research project by ‘top 
minds’ in climate catastrophe 

studies, it was determined there 
is no way to tax the Sun. So the 
Sun is completely ruled out as a 

cause of climate change.”        
─Russ R. December 2, 2018 (WUWT) 

“no way to tax the Sun” 





The Sun never sleep (even during the night) 

400 W/m2 



The Sun never sleep (even during the night) 



The Sun never sleep: The next 100 years for Calgary? 
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